Introduction
============

Response inhibition, the ability to inhibit a response in the face of changing internal or external demands, underlies a range of behaviors critical for adaptive functioning. Given its important role in the ability to respond flexibly in a dynamic environment, along with widespread evidence supporting the role of impaired inhibitory control in multiple psychiatric illnesses, response inhibition has become a central candidate in genetic and neurobiological investigations of executive functioning. Its suitability as an intermediate phenotype, however, requires ongoing inspection of its measurement and reliability. The purpose of the present set of analyses was to examine the reliability of a specific measure of response inhibition (Stop-signal reaction time (SSRT)) and determine the optimal method of calling outliers in order to ensure robust estimates of inhibitory control.

Response inhibition is primarily measured by Stop-signal and Go/NoGo tasks, although there are important differences between these two tasks. While the Go/NoGo task (which requires participants to respond to one set of stimuli and to not respond to another set of stimuli) primarily provides an index of inhibition failure, or commission errors, the Stop-signal task is somewhat unique in that it provides an individualized measure of stopping latency. In the Stop-signal task, participants respond to one set of stimuli and, on a subset of trials, must inhibit an ongoing or already initiated response in the presence of a stop-signal (for a more complete description, see Logan and Cowan, [@B12]; Logan et al., [@B13]). In the tracking version of the task, the onset of this stop-signal is varied dynamically in response to a participant's performance, such that it is increased after a previously successful inhibition trial (making the next stop trial more difficult) and decreased after a previously unsuccessful inhibition trial (making the next stop trial less difficult).

Although successful inhibition produces no overt behavior, we can estimate stopping latency based on the horse-race model, which is a formal theory underlying the task and described elsewhere (including Logan et al., [@B13]; Logan, [@B11]; Boucher et al., [@B5]). Briefly, this horse-race model of stopping posits that competing go and stop processes race against each other in order to determine whether a participant fails to inhibit or is successful in inhibiting a response on a given trial, respectively. This allows us to estimate an individual's stopping latency, or average stop-signal reaction time (SSRT). As comprehensively described in Band et al. ([@B2]), there are multiple methods for estimating SSRT. One such method, referred to here as the quantile method, has been shown to be reliable and robust against violations of assumptions underlying the horse-race model (Logan et al., [@B14]; Williams et al., [@B21]; Band et al., [@B2]).

This individualized measure of stopping latency (SSRT), when using the tracking procedure, controls for task difficulty level, individual differences in go reaction time (Band et al., [@B2]), and has been shown to be a valid index of inhibitory control. Specifically, SSRT has been shown to vary as a function of impulsivity (Logan et al., [@B14]; Lijffijt et al., [@B9]), and to distinguish samples with impaired inhibitory control from controls (Schachar et al., [@B17]; Lijffijt et al., [@B10]). SSRT has also been shown to be sensitive to pharmacological manipulation (Tannock et al., [@B20]; Rubia et al., [@B15]), and related to neural activation as measured using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; Aron and Poldrack, [@B1]; Congdon et al., [@B8]), providing additional support for its usefulness as an indicator of neurobiological function. In addition to evidence in support of its validity, studies have also demonstrated suitable reliability of SSRT estimates (Logan et al., [@B14]; Williams et al., [@B21]), and have suggested that the Stop-signal tracking procedure is robust for estimating SSRT across the life span (Williams et al., [@B21]).

Previous attention has therefore been given to the optimal method of estimating SSRT (Logan et al., [@B14]; Band et al., [@B2]) and there is enough evidence of the reliability of SSRT to support its current widespread use. Together, these studies have contributed greatly to our understanding of the horse-race model of stopping and have provided useful guidelines for estimating SSRT. However, there is still widespread variability in how Stop-signal data are treated en route to SSRT estimation (that is, how the data from multiple sessions, trials, and subjects are handled for analysis), which creates variability in how response inhibition is operationalized. For example, Rush et al. ([@B16]) report excluding the first two blocks of testing from their analyses, while Bedard et al. ([@B3]) excluded the first block of trials from their analyses. In another example, Aron and Poldrack ([@B1]) used a subset of data (based on the point at which the participant achieved 50% inhibition) for calculation of SSRT. Most commonly, however, reports do not include details regarding these steps (including some of our own; Congdon et al., [@B7]), warranting closer inspection of how these differences may influence SSRT reliability and stability.

In order to systematically address these issues, we conducted a reliability analysis of SSRT calculation, with reliability meaning the consistency or reproducibility of this measure across multiple observations. We pooled data from three separate studies in order to examine the influence that different methods of SSRT calculation and outlier calling have on the reliability of SSRT scores. There are several decisions to make when estimating SSRT from multiple runs (or sessions), including whether to average across all available runs or to use the last run (based on the assumption that, when using the tracking procedure, participants are closest to their 50% inhibition point at the end of the run). Similarly, within each run, it is possible to use data from all trials of the run or the last half only (again, based on the assumption that participants stabilize near the end of the run when using the tracking procedure). Finally, it is possible to use data from all participants regardless of performance, or to use either lenient or conservative criteria to exclude outliers. As each of these decisions has implications for not only the stability of the SSRT estimate obtained across runs, but also the resulting sample size, we examined the influence of how many trials were selected and how outliers were determined on the reliability, reproducibility, and variability of SSRT. Our results suggest that there are important differences between these possible approaches. We conclude that one approach (which used an average of all available runs, all trials from each run, and excluded outliers based on predetermined lenient criteria) yields reliable SSRT estimates while retaining a large proportion of subjects tested.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Stop-signal task and SSRT
-------------------------

The Stop-signal task is a widely used measure of response inhibition and the main dependent variable of the task, SSRT, provides an individualized measure of inhibitory control. Participants are presented with a series of Go stimuli to which they are instructed to respond quickly; for example, participants see a series of left- or rightward pointing arrows and are instructed to press the right button for a right arrow and a left button for a left arrow. This speeded reaction time task establishes a prepotency to respond. On a subset of trials, the Go stimulus is followed, after a variable delay, by a stop-signal (for example, a beep or an upward pointing arrow), to which participants are instructed to inhibit their response. The onset of the stop-signal, or stop-signal delay (SSD), is varied and depends on the participant's performance, such that it is decreased after a previous failure to inhibit and increased after a previous inhibition (resulting in SSD staircases across the course of the task). This one-up/one-down tracking procedure ensures that participants inhibit on approximately half of all trials and controls for difficulty level across participants. As described above, to estimate stopping latency we can apply a horse-race model to the task, which assumes that independent go and stop processes race against one another to determine whether a response is executed or inhibited (Logan and Cowan, [@B12]; Logan, [@B11]; though the model is robust to violations of this assumption; Band et al., [@B2]).

Samples
-------

All samples included right-handed healthy English-speaking subjects, free of neurological or psychiatric history, not currently taking psychoactive medication, and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

*Sample 1* includes data from 52 healthy young adult participants (22 males; mean age, 23.31 (4.51 SD) years). These data were collected by EC and TC; for a full description of sample and task details, see Congdon et al. ([@B7]). *Sample 2* includes data from 85 healthy young adult participants (42 males; mean age, 21.24 (3.32 SD) years). These data were collected by JRC and RAP; for a full description of sample and task details, see Congdon et al. ([@B8]); under Sample 2. *Sample 3* includes data from 30 healthy adult participants (11 males; mean age, 27.80 (8.98 SD) years); these data were collected by EC and RAP.

Participants were instructed to inhibit responses on trials in which the stop-signal appears, and were told that correctly responding and inhibiting were equally important. All studies included tracking versions of the Stop-signal task: the SSD for each stop trial was selected from one or two interleaved staircases of SSD values, with each SSD increasing or decreasing by 50 ms according to whether or not the participant successfully inhibited on the previous stop trial.

Participants in Sample 1 performed a version of the Stop-signal task with left- and rightward pointing arrows (Go stimuli) and upward pointing arrows (Stop-signal), while participants in Samples 2-3 performed a version of the Stop-signal task with left- and rightward pointing arrows inside of a circle (Go stimuli) and an auditory stop-signal. In Sample 1, stimuli were presented for 500 ms followed by a 1.5-s fixation; in Samples 2-3, stimuli were presented for 1 s or until the participant responded. In all studies, Stop-signals were presented after the onset of a Go stimulus after a variable delay. Jittered null events were imposed between every trial, with the duration of the null event sampled from an exponential distribution (null events ranged from 0.5 to 4 s, with a mean of 1.75 s for Sample 1 and a mean of 1 s for Samples 2-3).

For Sample 1, the onset of the Stop-signal on the first trial was 250 ms and increased/decreased according to a participant's performance on subsequent trials. For Samples 2-3, the SSD for each stop trial was selected from one of two interleaved staircases, each starting with SSD values of 250 and 350 ms. In contrast to Sample 1, the last SSD values of the two ladders were used as starting values for each subsequent run. The total number of trials collected from each sample are presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Samples 1-2 completed three runs of the task, while Sample 3 completed one run of the task. Participants in Sample 2 performed runs 2-3 of the task at a variable delay after the first administration of the task, whereas participants in Samples 1 and 3 performed all runs during the same testing session.

###### 

**Twelve approaches to SSRT calculation**.

  Approach                    Runs      Outlier criteria   Trials     N trials 1   N trials 2   N trials 3
  --------------------------- --------- ------------------ ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------
  Last All Full               Last      None               All        144          128          128
  Last LenNoOuts Full         Last      Lenient            All        144          128          128
  Last ConNoOuts Full         Last      Conservative       All        144          128          128
  Ave All Full^a^             Average   None               All        432          384          N/A
  Ave LenNoOuts Full^a^       Average   Lenient            All        432          384          N/A
  Ave ConNoOuts Full^a^       Average   Conservative       All        432          384          N/A
  Last All 2nd Half           Last      None               2nd half   72           64           64
  Last LenNoOuts 2nd Half     Last      Lenient            2nd half   72           64           64
  Last ConNoOuts 2nd Half     Last      Conservative       2nd half   72           64           64
  Ave All 2nd Half^a^         Average   None               2nd half   216          192          N/A
  Ave LenNoOuts 2nd Half^a^   Average   Lenient            2nd half   216          192          N/A
  Ave ConNoOuts 2nd Half^a^   Average   Conservative       2nd half   216          192          N/A

*Approach: name for each of the twelve datasets generated; Runs: whether data included the last run only (Last), or an average of all available runs (Average); Outlier Criteria: whether data included all subjects (None), those subjects not excluded by lenient outlier criteria (Lenient), or those subjects not excluded by conservative outlier criteria (Conservative); Trials: whether data included all trials per run (All) or the last half of each run (2nd half). N trials 1-3: the total number of trials included from Sample 1-3, respectively. ^a^Datasets included average sessions from Samples 1-2 only, as Sample 3 included only one run*.

All participants gave written informed consent according to the procedures approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Institutional Review Board (Sample 1) the University of California Los Angeles Institutional Review Board (Sample 2) or the University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board (Sample 3).

Data analysis
-------------

Scoring of behavioral data proceeded as follows: the mean, median, and standard deviation of reaction time on Go trials were calculated only for Go trials in which participants correctly responded. There are two possible types of errors on Go trials: Incorrect go responding, in which the participant fails to make a response on a Go trial ("Go-Omissions"); and Incorrect go trials ("Go-Errors"), in which the participant makes an incorrect response on a Go trial (e.g., presses left button in response to a rightward pointing arrow). Stop successful trials included only Stop trials on which participants successfully inhibited a response, and Stop unsuccessful trials included only Stop trials on which participants responded. Average SSD was calculated from all SSD values. SSRT was estimated using the quantile method, which does not require an assumption of 50% inhibition, as follows: all RTs on correct Go trials were arranged in ascending order, and the RT corresponding to the proportion of failed inhibition (or 1-percent Stop successful inhibition) was selected (for more details on the quantile method, see Band et al., [@B2]). The average SSD was then subtracted from this quantile RT, providing an estimate of SSRT. In this way, SSRT reflects the average time (in ms) that the individual requires in order to successfully inhibit a motor response approximately 50% of the time (Logan and Cowan, [@B12]; Logan, [@B11]; Band et al., [@B2]), or stated differently, represents the point at which the race between go and stop processes ends in a tie, thus providing an individualized measure of inhibitory control.

In order to investigate different calculation methods, 12 separate approaches were used to calculate the above summary measures (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These 12 different approaches consisted of all combinations of three possible outlier criteria (None, Lenient, and Conservative), using four different ways of subsetting the data (using the Last run only with All trials, Last run only with 2nd Half of trials, Average across runs with All trials of each run, and Average across runs with 2nd Half of trials of each run). Our lenient outlier criteria were as follows: (1) Percent inhibition on stop trials less than 25% or greater than 75%; (2) Percent Go-Response less than than 60%; (3) Percent Go-Errors greater than 10%; and (4) SSRT estimate that is negative or less than 50 ms. Our conservative outlier criteria were as follows: (1) Percent inhibition on stop trials less than 40% or greater than 60%; (2) Percent Go-Response less than 75%; (3) Percent Go-Errors greater than 10%; and (4) SSRT estimate that is negative or less than 50 ms.

The reason for comparing the inclusion of all runs vs. last run only, and all trials vs. last half of trials only, is described above; namely, the latter option may be preferred by users given the assumption that participants are closer to their 50% inhibition point toward the end of a given run or testing session. The reason for excluding outliers based on the above criteria is to ensure that participants are following task instructions and sufficiently engaging the stopping process, as indicated by an inhibition rate close to 50%, a response rate close to 100%, a low error rate, and reasonable SSRT estimates. First, excluding estimates of average stopping latency below 50 ms is akin to excluding Go reaction times that are under 50 ms, which is common practice in the literature, and in particular, negative SSRT values are thought to reflect deliberate slowing of go responses, which violates a key assumption of the horse-race model. Second, based on our collective experience with data resulting from the Stop-signal task, the lenient criteria reflect cut-offs that are in line with values that fall two standard deviations outside of the mean, while conservative cut-offs align with values that fall one standard deviation outside of the mean, for Percent Inhibition, Go-Response, and Go-Errors.

These three separate approaches were applied to data, thereby yielding 12 separate datasets. In order to examine reliability within Stop-signal performance data, each run was randomly split into halves. Specifically, for performance data from each subject, and each run, go and stop trials were randomized separately, after which go and stop trials were split into random halves. In order to ensure that any one randomization was not driving the results of a given approach, this randomization step was repeated 500 times for each subject's run, for each of the 12 approaches, yielding 500 datasets per approach. Summary measures were then calculated using these datasets, and averaged across iterations. For approaches that included more than one run, the average of the first halves (first halves of runs 1 through 3) were compared to the average of the second halves (second halves of runs 1 through 3). Behavioral analyses were conducted on all three sessions of Samples 1-2. In cases where performance on one run was too poor for inclusion, the average of the remaining runs was used. In the case of Sample 3, which only includes one run, the single run was included as a last session (Last), but these participants were excluded from average analyses (Ave).

This split-half approach enabled us to calculate Intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficients between the two halves, for each of the 12 approaches to scoring data. ICC coefficients index consistency or reliability in some measure across repeated testings, with reliable measures reflected by high ICC values, and are similar to Pearson's correlation coefficients, ranging from 1.0 (high) to −1.0 (although negative ICC values can be treated as 0). ICC (1) version was used in all instances (Shrout and Fleiss, [@B18]), which reflects the ratio of between-subject variance to total variance (between- and within-subject variance). It has been suggested that ICC values are sensitive to between-subject variation or sample heterogeneity, that is, that the ICC coefficient can vary according to the spread of the data in the sample (Bland and Altman, [@B4]). In order to address this, we calculated several additional summary measures, including the absolute mean difference between SSRT values calculated from the two random halves of the data, and the proportion of subjects with an average SSRT value that fell three standard deviations above the group mean for each approach. Each of these summary measures was calculated using data from the set of subjects included in each approach (sample sizes are listed in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) and averaged across the 500 iterations.

Results
=======

As our goal was not to solely examine SSRT reliability, but to examine the influence that SSRT calculation methods and outlier calling has on resulting SSRT reliability estimates, several indicators were used to evaluate these different approaches, including ICC, variability, and sample size. ICC values index the degree to which a participant's score on some variable is consistent, and were interpreted according to Cicchetti's guidelines for reliabilities: ICC \< 0.40 is poor, 0.40-0.59 is fair, 0.60-0.74 is good, and 0.75-1.00 is excellent (Cicchetti, [@B6]). The standard deviation of SSRT values, which are calculated using those subjects included in each dataset and averaged across iterations, index the variability in SSRT values between subjects, while the absolute mean difference values index the stability of SSRT estimates between repeated random splits. Finally, the proportion of subjects that fall three standard deviations above the group mean reflects likely outliers within each dataset. These values supplement inspection of plots presented in Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, which reflect SSRT calculated from two random halves according to each of the twelve approaches, with SSRT values from the first random half of data plotted against SSRT values from the second random half of data. SSRT values from a single iteration are presented in Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} in order to illustrate the data that were used in each of the 500 iterations to produce the summary measures presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. We repeated the random splitting of each run, for each of the twelve approaches, 500 times in order to ensure that ICC values were not driven by a given random splitting of the data for any one approach. The distribution of resulting ICC values are presented as boxplots in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Finally, although all analyses were conducted within-subject, differences in SSRT between studies could influence the variability of SSRT if pooled across all studies, and so standard deviations for the different approaches are calculated within-study (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

![**SSRT calculation approaches (A--F): plots of SSRT calculated from two random halves of trials according to the first six approaches**. SSRT values (in ms) from the first random half of data (x-axis) are plotted against SSRT values from the second random half (y-axis) from a single iteration. The top row includes the last run of all available runs, while the bottom row includes an average of all available runs. The first column includes all available subjects; the second column excludes those subjects exceeding Lenient Outlier criteria; and the third column excludes those subjects exceeding Conservative Outlier criteria. Each of these six approaches used all trials from the selected runs. SSRT, stop-signal reaction time.](fpsyg-03-00037-g001){#F1}

![**SSRT calculation approaches (A--F): plots of SSRT calculated from two random halves of trials according to the latter six approaches**. SSRT values from the first random half of data (x-axis) are plotted against SSRT values from the second random half (y-axis) from a single iteration. The top row includes the last run of all available runs, while the bottom row includes an average of all available runs. The first column includes all available subjects; the second column excludes those subjects exceeding Lenient Outlier criteria; and the third column excludes those subjects exceeding Conservative Outlier criteria. Each of these six approaches used only the second half of trials from the selected runs. SSRT, stop-signal reaction time.](fpsyg-03-00037-g002){#F2}

###### 

**Reliabilities of SSRT calculation approaches**.

  Approach                    N     %N    ICC    Mean Diff   Prop Cutoff
  --------------------------- ----- ----- ------ ----------- -------------
  Last All Full               165   100   0.74   41.71       0.018
  Last LenNoOuts Full         151   92    0.61   38.08       0.007
  Last ConNoOuts Full         100   61    0.50   36.65       0.01
  Ave All Full^a^             135   100   0.86   26.37       0.015
  Ave LenNoOuts Full^a^       129   96    0.71   24.79       0.00
  Ave ConNoOuts Full^a^       99    73    0.57   27.84       0.01
  Last All 2nd Half           165   100   0.64   58.48       0.018
  Last LenNoOuts 2nd Half     151   92    0.48   53.49       0.007
  Last ConNoOuts 2nd Half     100   61    0.32   51.92       0.0003
  Ave All 2nd Half^a^         135   100   0.80   35.07       0.015
  Ave LenNoOuts 2nd Half^a^   129   96    0.58   33.59       0.00005
  Ave ConNoOuts 2nd Half^a^   99    73    0.42   37.36       0.0003

*ICC values were interpreted according to Cicchetti's guidelines for reliabilities: ICC \< 0.40 is poor (black), 0.40-0.59 is fair (red), 0.60-0.74 is good (blue), and 0.75-1.00 is excellent (green). Each summary measure was calculated for the data included in each approach separately, and averaged across 500 iterations. N, sample size retained; %N, percentage of sample retained; ICC, Intra-class correlation coefficient; Mean Diff, absolute mean difference between SSRT values (in ms) calculated from two random halves of runs; Prop Cutoff, the proportion of subjects with SSRT values falling three standard deviations above the group mean. ^a^Datasets included average sessions from Samples 1-2 only, as Sample 3 included only one run*.

![**ICC values across iterations: boxplots illustrating distribution of ICC values, for each of the 12 approaches, across 500 iterations**. ICC, intra-class correlation coefficient; SSRT, stop-signal reaction time.](fpsyg-03-00037-g003){#F3}

###### 

**SSRT summaries by group and SSRT calculation approaches**.

  Approach                    SSRT mean (SD)-S1   SSRT mean (SD)-S2   SSRT mean (SD)-S3
  --------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Last All Full               194.58 (81.31)      140.40 (68.50)      220.92 (50.82)
  Last LenNoOuts Full         191.37 (45.53)      134.16 (33.32)      217.03 (46.08)
  Last ConNoOuts Full         210.67 (59.05)      134.16 (33.32)      209.27 (26.46)
  Ave All Full^a^             207.87 (82.83)      136.42 (37.40)      N/A
  Ave LenNoOuts Full^a^       198.29 (34.25)      139.91 (24.98)      N/A
  Ave ConNoOuts Full^a^       206.34 (25.76)      143.92 (26.34)      N/A
  Last All 2nd Half           188.12 (91.22)      139.22 (76.97)      231.71 (74.24)
  Last LenNoOuts 2nd Half     186.09 (54.52)      131.76 (38.86)      226.20 (64.29)
  Last ConNoOuts 2nd Half     192.39 (50.17)      131.76 (38.86)      212.97 (33.65)
  Ave All 2nd Half^a^         205.21 (93.29)      134.03 (40.46)      N/A
  Ave LenNoOuts 2nd Half^a^   197.30 (41.44)      138.21 (26.97)      N/A
  Ave ConNoOuts 2nd Half^a^   203.84 (33.89)      140.36 (29.13)      N/A

*SSRT mean and standard deviation (in ms) for each of the three samples that were used to pool data for the current analysis (S1, Sample 1; S2, Sample 2; S3, Sample 3). Summary measures are calculated for each sample and averaged across 500 iterations. ^a^Datasets included average sessions from Samples 1-2 only, as Sample 3 included only one run*.

Reliabilities of SSRT values calculated from each of the 12 approaches are presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. While the majority of ICC values fall in the fair-to-excellent range (0.42-0.86), with one ICC value falling in the poor range (0.32), there are important differences between approaches. ICC values from approaches using all trials of each session (rows 1-6, 0.50-0.86) are higher than approaches using only the second half of a session (rows 7-12, 0.32-0.80). In addition, ICC values are higher for approaches using an average of all available sessions (rows 4-6 and 10-12, 0.42-0.86) than using only the last available session (rows 1-3 and 7-9, 0.32-0.74), even though ICC coefficients were only calculated using data from Samples 1-2 (with included more than one run) for the Average approach. In order to ensure that the inclusion of data from Sample 3 in approaches that used only the Last session (as Sample 3 included only one run and therefore may not have been able to estimate SSRT as reliably as the other samples), were not driving down ICC estimates, we calculated ICC values for approaches in rows 1-3 (all trials of Last session) and 7-9 (2nd half of Last session) without Sample 3. In each case, the resulting ICC coefficients were either the same as those listed in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, or worse (results not presented).

Of these 12 approaches, the approaches that included all trials within each session and an average of all available sessions (rows 4-6) had overall higher ICC values while retaining the most usable subjects, as compared to the remaining sets of approaches. While the ICC coefficients between SSRT halves were highest when using all available subjects, sessions, and trials (row 4), an inspection of our additional summary measures paired with the distribution of SSRT values in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D reveals the presence of clear outliers. That is, when using an average of all available subjects, sessions, and trials (row 4, Ave All Full), we find an ICC coefficient of 0.86 and relatively high group SSRT standard deviations (SSRT mean and standard deviation values are provided, per group, in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). When using an average of all available subjects and sessions, but excluding outliers based on lenient criteria (row 5, Ave LenNoOuts Full), we find an ICC coefficient of 0.71 and low group SSRT standard deviations. In the case of Sample 2, this approach produces the lowest SSRT standard deviation for this sample. In addition, while over 1% of the sample had SSRT values that were three standard deviations above the mean for the Ave All Full approach (row 4), none of the subjects were classified as outliers for the Ave LenNoOuts Full approach (row 5). This difference is best reflected in the first and second plots of the bottom panel of Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, with clear outliers present in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D and absent in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E.

An approach using the average of all sessions and all trials but that excluded subjects according to conservative criteria (row 6, Ave ConNoOuts Full) resulted in an ICC value of 0.57, but also resulted in the exclusion of 36 subjects. In contrast, an approach that used the average of all sessions and all trials but excluded according to lenient criteria (row 5, Ave LenNoOuts Full) resulted in an ICC value of 0.71, while only excluding 6 subjects. As an additional test, we tested the difference in SSRT between the two random halves of each approach, across 500 iterations, between the twelve approaches. The mean difference values for the approach that used the average of all sessions and all trials but excluded according to lenient criteria (row 5, Ave LenNoOuts Full) was significantly lower in comparison to all other methods, *p* \< 0.0001 in all comparisons (corrected for multiple comparisons using permutation based maximum T distribution). These results, paired with an inspection of the ICC values and Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, suggests that an approach which uses the average of all available sessions, all trials of each session, and excludes outliers based on predetermined lenient criteria (row 5) yields reliable and stable SSRT estimates and low within-subject variability, while not excluding too many participants.

Discussion
==========

In this set of analyses, we examined the influence that SSRT calculation strategies and the treatment of outliers had on the reliability and variability of Stop-signal task performance measures. We pooled data from 165 healthy participants, who were not pre-selected based on performance or any other criteria (other than the exclusion criteria listed in Methods), and present evidence in support of a particular way of calculating SSRT, which makes use of all available trials from all available runs, but which excludes participants that exceed lenient outlier criteria. An inspection of the distribution in SSRT values in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E reveals that this approach also retains a broad distribution of SSRT values, but does not include clear outliers. It is perhaps not surprising that an approach that makes use of most of the data yields the most reliable estimates of SSRT. However, the adaptive Stop-signal task design means that trials differ, and performance shifts, over the course of a run, meaning that it is possible that later trials provide more reliable estimates of an individual's inhibitory control ability than earlier trials. Despite this dynamic task design, our results suggest that an approach that makes use of all runs and all trials, while retaining the majority of available subjects for analysis, yields good reliability coefficients.

Reliability estimates from the method of SSRT calculation which we determined to be optimal (average ICC of 0.71 across 500 iterations) are highly similar to those reported in a sample of ADHD children (ICC of 0.72; Soreni et al., [@B19]). As previously described, there has been attention given to the optimal method of SSRT estimation, following the horse-race model of stopping, and there have been two previous investigations of SSRT reliability. Williams et al. ([@B21]) report high reliability estimates (r = 0.83) while examining a wide age range, whereas Logan et al. ([@B14]) report lower estimates (r = 0.39) in a sample of undergraduates. While both of these previous reports used a tracking version of the task, their method of SSRT estimation differed slightly from the current quantile method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first illustration of how different methods of SSRT calculation and outlier calling influence SSRT reliability and sample size. We have chosen to include only the quantile method of SSRT estimation in our current analyses given previous evidence that other methods (e.g., mean method, or subtracting mean SSD from mean Go reaction time) are less reliable than the quantile method, and more susceptible to violations of assumptions underlying the race model (Band et al., [@B2]); however, other users of the task may be interested in examining the influence that different SSRT calculation approaches have on the range of SSRT estimation approaches. Indeed, our reliability estimates can be applied only to the data included in the present analyses, and additional work is needed to characterize the reliability of Stop-signal task performance when varying a range of testing and subject-specific features. Nonetheless, we believe that these results complement other examinations of SSRT methods, and will prove to be useful for future studies.

We relied on several measures to evaluate each of the twelve methods of calculation: ICC coefficients, variability, and sample sizes retained. These indicators revealed that there are important differences across the twelve methods of SSRT calculation. For example, an approach that excludes participants based on conservative outlier criteria excludes too many participants (in our dataset, up to 27% of participants when using conservative outlier criteria and either data from only the second half of trials or all trials). In contrast, approaches that include all possible runs, trials, and participants most certainly include outliers. Of course, defining an outlier objectively can be challenging. While the assessment of behavioral performance arguably involves less measurement error than, for example, self-report trait questionnaires, there is still some uncertainty in defining the boundary between high SSRT scores and outliers. In our present analyses, the incorporation of standard deviations of SSRT across iterations, and a count of participants falling three standard deviations above the group mean, complemented visual inspection of SSRT distributions. While there is variability in how outliers are called across studies, by including measures of variability, stability, and reliability here we helped to objectively distinguish between likely noise and variability.

Our choice of outlier criteria was largely influenced by previous studies that have characterized optimal performance in the Stop-signal task (Logan et al., [@B13]; Logan, [@B11]; Band et al., [@B2]), as well as our previous experience with Stop-signal data. Specifically, our lenient and conservative criteria approximately identify values that are two and one standard deviations outside of the mean, respectively. The purpose of our current analyses was to examine the influence of these criteria on SSRT reliability. However, to confirm that these thresholds are suitable given the distribution of data in our pooled sample, we compared our lenient criteria to distribution-specific thresholds. When looking at the last session for all trials, in all subjects, for Percent Inhibition, two standard deviations above (75.79%) and below (25.55%) the mean are similar to our lenient criteria (75 and 25%); for Go-Response, two standard deviations below the mean (60.03%) corresponds to our lenient criterion (60%); and for Go-Errors, two standard deviations above the mean (14.44%) is slightly higher than our lenient criterion (10%). The correspondence between our fixed criteria and thresholds based on the distribution of data remains when looking at the average of all sessions, as well. Our reasons for choosing these criteria are therefore supported by the distribution of actual data, but also allow us to use them as real-time guides (e.g., flag participants within a testing session that inhibit on less than 25% or more than 75% of trials and provide feedback in order to collect usable data).

Our results also suggest that, while the total number of trials available to estimate SSRT influences reliability estimates (with higher ICC values seen from approaches using an average of all available runs as compared to the last run only, and all trials as compared to the second half of trials only), inclusion of data from a sample with only one run of the task did not negatively affect reliability estimates. That is, reliability estimates of SSRT were not substantially reduced by including Sample 3 (which had the lowest number of trials). These data suggest that even though few trials were available from Sample 3, which included only one run, their inclusion contributed to the reliability of SSRT in the pooled analysis. However, our overall results suggest that SSRT reliability estimates are improved when including all trials from multiple runs (and for a more detailed description of optimal trial numbers, see Band et al., [@B2]).

Finally, group average SSRT values (across 500 iterations) range from 146.00 to 171.80 ms across the twelve approaches, suggesting that the different approaches do not have a dramatic effect on the resulting average SSRT for the final group of participants included in each approach. While the group average does not vary substantially between approaches (as can be seen by mean SSRT values, broken down by group and approach, in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), the presence vs. absence of outliers does clearly vary across approaches, and this is most evident in Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, as well as in the range of SSRT standard deviation values across the three samples. The influence of this difference in maximum SSRT scores between approaches is likely to be seen in studies in which SSRT is examined in relation to some other individual difference measure (e.g., trait impulsivity).

The issue of defining outliers is a particularly important one when it comes to assessing neurocognitive phenotypes, as we assume a given phenotype not only has sufficient variance, but also is valid, or accurately reflects what we intend to measure. As such, whether an SSRT value over 400 ms in a sample of healthy participants reflects extremely poor inhibitory control or is an outlier has implications for both the reliability of the phenotype but also our sensitivity to detect a significant association with genetic variants, fMRI signal, or other measures of neurobiological function. Variability in study design, SSRT calculation, and populations studied are factors likely to contribute to much of the noise in the response inhibition literature. Thus, an evaluation of SSRT definition and measurement is a necessary step toward further establishing validity and ultimately elucidating biological mechanisms underlying response inhibition. For this reason, we believe that the methods used to calculate SSRT and determine outliers should be made explicit in future studies, and hope that our results can be used as guidelines in making such decisions.

Conclusion
==========

Our findings provide additional support for the reliability of SSRT, which is commonly used as an index of inhibitory control, and provide additional support for its continued use as a neurocognitive phenotype. However, the method of calculation of SSRT that we conclude has good reliability and sufficient variability needs to be examined in relation to other indicators in samples characterized by a wide range of impulsivity, including clinical samples characterized by elevated impulsivity, in order to further understand the relationship between this index and behavioral features.
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